MÖBIUS IS DIFFERENT.
ARE YOU?
If the answer is yes, that brings you one step closer
to becoming our new colleague!
Möbius is a young, wildly ambitious company, born from the University of Ghent. Here we foster breakthrough
innovations, shoulder to shoulder with our many interesting clients who contribute to society. Are you as
ambitious as we are and ready for your next adventure?
Don’t hesitate and check out our unique company and all we have to offer!

our perfect colleague
Has a Master’s degree and proven interest
in one (or more) of our competence area(s)

Is able to build relationships between people
and organizations

Has a critical and analytical mind, and approaches
problems in a solution-oriented way

Has excellent communication skills (Dutch or
French)

Doesn’t need any experience

Is dynamic and naturally driven to improve
and innovate

Your perfect employer
Offers you a young, professional
and dynamic environment, with
autonomous teams

Offers you the opportunity to
express your talents and knowhow on various challenging
assignments

Offers you a permanent contract
with a unique remuneration
package and benefits (such as a
car, laptop, insurance package …)

Offers
many
educational
opportunities and the chance to
pave your own career path

Is a unique company that looks
at the world profoundly different

Offers flexible working hours

Möbius believes in your passion and talent. Apply now!
Visit www.mobius.eu/careers
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Tel.: + 32 9 280 74 20 - jobs@mobius.eu - #aprofoundlydifferentplacetowork

OUR VALUES
shoulder to shoulder
You and Möbius stand shoulder to shoulder. Together
we create solutions to achieve common goals. We are
fans of talent and stimulate our employees’ individual
competencies in performant teams.

GUTS
We bring you innovation and creativity and question
evidences. We applaud initiative on each level
and expect you to take on ownership. More so, we
stimulate it.

perseverance
We passionately take on any challenge. We resolutely
put theory into practice, words into deeds. Testing,
adapting and moving on invigorated, driven to make
progress. Never give up until we succeed.

touchdown
We turn your challenges into ours. We want to achieve
valuable results with impact. We delve into the
very core of the challenge, take a solution oriented
approach and keep the objective in mind.

